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books, and which were speedily forgotten when school days
were over. If anyone complained of the uselessness of these
exercises, the reply would have been, in the words of an old /
schoolmaster, that even if the boy should forget his arithmetic,
his arithmetic would not forget him; by which he meant that
the boy would have received a mental training or discipline
such as would make him more efficient for any purpose what-
ever. Besides the claims futility, then, there were put forward
the claims of discipline. This distinction pursues us, in one form
or another, right through the history of the curriculum, and
also in our present-day discussions about curricula. It is the
distinction between things that are taught because of their
patent value either for work or for leisure, and things that are
taught because of their latent value as sharpeners of wits. It is
the distinction made by some writers between real or concrete
studies and formal or abstract studies. Whether or not the
distinction is misleading, at any rate in connection with the
content of school studies, is the central problem of the theory
of the curriculum.
Illustrated from A scrutiny of the English elementary school
the elementary "codes" issued from about 1895 onwards
curriculum would reveal a clear instance of the working
of the two influences we have described. For
many years grammar was systematically and almost universally
taught, certainly not because of its utility, for it had little or
no effect upon the children's oral or written composition, but
because of the mental discipline it was supposed to afford.
Object lessons were introduced, not because the knowledge
gained was of much value, but because the children's "powers
of observation" must be disciplined. Drawing was introduced,
not in a manner to enlist the children's natural delight in the
arts of representation, but in order to yield the "discipline of
hand and eye" which comes of practice in drawing lines—
straight and curved, horizontal and oblique, and so forth.

